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Update information: 

3.99.600 

1. Add Drag multi condition setting. “Drag racing setting” 

2. Support LT-8000GT. 

3. Logging from PC QRacing to automatically obtain the Software Key. 

4. Change Trace Preference setting. “Trace Preference setting” 

5. Modify the window resizing function of the track page. Please refer to " Window resizing " 

6. Add cut session function. Please refer to “Cut Session” 

 

3.99.500 

1. Add chart setting .“Chart Setting”. 

2. Drag the rcnx file onto the software for import. 

3. Under internet connection, closing the QRacing software will not automatically log out. 

 

3.99.400 

1. You need to log in to activate the QRacing software. If you fail to log in more than 5 times, the QRacing software 

will be locked. Please refer to “Create account”. 

2. The official track can add/edit beacons, but uploading to QRacing Web will still use the official beacon to calculate 

the lap time. 

3. The track map of the track can be set for the created custom track. Please refer to “Beacon”. 
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1. System Requirement 

Recommended System Requirement 
Windows 7 or later 

Intel Core i5 or AMD FX 8 Core Series 

6GB RAM, more memory improve performance 

50GB of free disk space 

3D-capable video card with 32Mbytes of VRAM or greater 

1980x1060 “32-bit True Color” screen 

 

2 Create account and get Software Key 

Click Register, enter relevant information and complete the activation of the verification letter, the account will take 

effect. 

  
 

After logging in, you can get the QRacing Software Key. Your key will be saved in the QRacing Web account. When 

you change the computer, re-login to QRacing will automatically write the Software Key. 
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From QRacing menu, click “Help” --> “About” --> ”Input Software Key” 

*You can still use Qracing without log in your account. You only need to login to your account when you need to 

upload your sessions. If you have not logged in more than 5 times, QRacing will be locked. Please log in to the 

QRacing Web account when there is a network connection to avoid being unable to use QRacing. 

3. Auto-Update 

For QRacing: QRacing will automatically checks the latest versions of QRacing software and Trackmap when 

software startup. 

 
For LT-Q6000, LT-6000S models: POWER OFF the device and connect to your PC with internet. QRacing will auto 

detect and update to the latest device firmware and Trackmap version. You can also update the latest version of 

firmware and Trackmap by click QRacing software “Help” --> ”Check update”. 

 

For BL-1000GT model: POWER OFF the device and connect to your PC with internet. QRacing will auto detect and 

update to the latest device firmware. You can also update the latest version of firmware by click QRacing software 

“Help” --> ”Check update”.. 

 

Before update your 1000GT, please charge the power of battery is more than 50%. The battery does not install 

properly would cause the failure of update and unpredictable issue. 
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4. Download Data From Device 

4.1 For LT-Q6000, LT-6000S, BL-1000GT model 

POWER OFF the device and connect to your computer, QRacing will ask you to download your device log. Click “Yes” 

to download the log data 

 

Select the Racing type: 

*Only LT-6000S support Roadbook 

 

Select the session you want to download: 
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4.2 For Q1000EX model 

Switch ON the GPS device and connect to your PC. QRacing will ask to download the log data from the device. 

Click “Yes”, then you will see the dialog as follows: 

 

Choose one of the racing type: 

 

4.3 Read data from device 
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4.4 Clear Log/Reset device 

When the device is connected to QRacing software, the device icon would show on the left area of QRacing. You 

can clear the log or reset the device. (Only Reset BT-Q1000eX will also clear all the device data. Reset other 

products would only recover to factory settings.)  

 

5. Device Configure (for BT-Q1000eX model only) 

When the device is connected to QRacing, you can configure the device for the vibration detector, buzzer and 

memory settings.  

To reset the device to factory setting, click on “Reset ” 

 

 

6. Tools Option 

In Qracing Menu, click [Tools] --> [Options]. You can configure the distance unit, coordination, language, 

separate the trace, G-value setting and the path of your QRacing workspace. 

*The function of separate the trace is only available for BT-Q1000eX product. 
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7. Session List Page: 

Select one of the sessions on the list and double click on it for analysis page. If you would like to move the 

session to other catalog, click the “Type” on the field and select the catalog you would like to move in. 

To delete the session, select the session you want to delete and remove it by click “Remove session”. 

  

The default name of the analyzed category is Category 1, Category 2, Category 3, Category 4. 

Right-click the analysis category to rename the category name suitable for your personal use. 
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7.1 Racing Tracks management 

To manage the racing Field, you can find all the sessions under the same track by the racing field selection. 

When you import or download a new session into QRacing, it will ask you to select the racing track. Then you 

can use the filter to find out the session by racing track. 

* Only display the official tracks 

 

  

To edit the name of the racing track, click on [Beacon] --> [Manage user tracks]: 
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8. Track map database 

QRacing Global Track Map database will auto detect your sessions to display the official track map 

 

 

You can click on “Adjust Trace” to match the correct position with the track map by move the trace.  

The session is NOT available to upload to QRacing Web after adjusted the trace. The “Recovery Trace” button 

only available when the trace has been adjusted. 

 

 

Some race circuit contain multiple track layouts. When the trackmap is not showing the correct track, you can 

click on “Change Trackmap” to select the correct layout. The track layout thumbnail will help you to select. 

(User Track: Personal custom track beacon set) 
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Download and update the latest track map by click QRacing Menu --> [Help] --> [Update Track Maps] 

 

 

8.1 Set inner / outer lane 

If QRacing track database does not contain your track map, you can create your own track map by setting the 

inner/ outer line. 

First, Use Qstarz device to log one to two laps for the inner and outer edge of the racetrack. Download the log 

data to QRacing , click Menu --> [Beacon] --> [set inner/outer lanes] , you can select the two laps to mark as the 

inside and outside edge of the track.  

 

8.2 Note for the Sessions 

After downloaded the log data to QRacing, you can add “Note” for the session. Select the session and edit it in 

the box below, and you can edit racer name. 

Tip: Type keyword on the “Search bar” would be easy to find the sessions. 
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8.3 Beacon 

If you have not edited the track beacons of the session, you can use the “custom track beacon” function. After 

all the beacon marks are completed, QRacing will update the analysis data for you. 

From the QRacing menu --> [Beacon] --> [Manage user tracks], choose "Copy" or "Create" for a new custom 

track. 

"Copy" --> Copy all the beacons from the selected track to edit. 

"Create" --> Create a track without any beacon. 

After created a custom track and click “Apply”. You can edit the beacon marks on the “BEACON” page. There are 

four types of beacon markings: “Start/Finish” line, “Start” line, “Finish” line and “Split” line. Select and edit the 

beacons according to your analyze purpose. 

*Each custom track can only have one “Start/finish” line or “Start” and “Finish” line. “Split” lines can be 

multiple. 

 

*When the button of the beacon is under grey color, the beacon is already existing on the trace. Please remove 

it first before making new beacon. Each User track (custom) only allows to make one “Start/Finish” line or one 

“Start” line + one “Finish” line. 
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You can set the track map on the Beacon page for the created user track, and you can click the reset button to 

not display the track map. 
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For Rally race, you can add waypoint details (name and note) and print it out to create a Roadbook for your Rally 

events. Click on Export Roadbooks and save as HTML file, you can use browser print function to print the 

Roadbook. *Roadbook only support LT-6000S 

 
 

You can set the coordinate position for the beacon setting. Go to QRacing Menu --> [Beacon] --> [Input Reference 

Coordinate]. Input the Latitude and Longitude to mark the position of the beacons. 
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8.3.1 Delete Beacon 

  To delete beacon, please move your mouse on that beacon (the beacon will be highlighted), then RIGHT CLICK on 

the mouse to delete it. You may click “Delete All Beacon” to delete all beacons. 

 

  

8.3.2 Adjust Beacon Width / Move Beacon / Adjust Heading 

To adjust the beacon width, move the mouse on that beacon (the beacon will be highlighted). RIGHT CLICK on the 

mouse and select “Adjust Width”. Use “+” or “-“ to adjust the width.  

To move the beacon, move the mouse on the beacon (the beacon will be highlighted). LEFT CLICK on your mouse 

and drag the beacon to the position you need. 

To adjust the beacon heading, move the mouse on that beacon (the beacon will be highlighted). RIGHT CLICK 

on the mouse and select “Adjust heading”. Use “turn” to adjust the heading.  
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8.3.3 Manage user tracks 

You can use different beacon set to analyze your log data. Click Menu --> [Beacon] --> [Manage user tracks] to 

manage different beacon set. 

You can select QRacing official beacon set or create your own beacon set to analyze. 

 

 

8.3.4 Export/Import track (Custom beacons) 

You can export/import the user track (Custom beacons). Click [Export track] and [Import track] . 
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8.3.5 Export user track file into device (for LT-Q6000, LT-6000S) 

You can create the Start/Finish, Split lines from QRacing and then upload the beacon set into your Qstarz device. 

In QRacing menu, select “Beacon” and click the “Export user track to device”. The custom user tack file with 

beacons will export to your Qstarz device directly. The file would be stored on your device document 

“C_Beacon\Shared”. The file name would be like “BCN1.BIN”. With your Qstarz LT-Q6000 and LT-6000S, you can 

use the exported tracks from “Circuit Race” --> “Load Shared Track”.  

 

 

8.4 Analysis 

In Analysis page, you can review the analysis data for each lap. 

QRacing will use the best lap as reference lap. You may change the reference lap by clicking on Reference Lap 

Setting: 
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There are four different analysis tables, Avg/Max/Min Speed, Sector View (split-to-split), Split View (start-to-split) 

and Point Current Speed View. The best results will be highlighted on each analysis table. 

QRacing also calculates Best Theoretical Time and Best Rolling Time for your reference. 

Best Theoretical Time is the sum of each best split time (Highlight with green color) in this session. 

Best Rolling Time is the sum of your best sequential split time (marked with underline) in the session.  

For example, the best theoretical time is the add-up of best split time (Highlight with green color) from all laps. 

The best rolling time is the sum of your best sequential split time from Lap7 (2-3) and (3-F) to Lap8 (S-1) and 

(1-2) which marked with underline.  

 

You can compare with other sessions by using “Comparison” function. Choose the sessions you want to 

compare with. The analysis table will automatically update the information. Please also see Chapter 8.5.1 

“Comparison” 

If you want to export the analysis data, you can click “Export Lap Info…” QRacing will output this analysis in 

Excel, CSV or HTML format. 

For drag racing analysis table, QRacing will automatically separate the drag speed into several segments and 

display each segment’s time and distance as below: 
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8.4.1 Horsepower Analysis 

QRacing will be able to estimate the average/max horsepower of your vehicle (car, truck, motorcycle) with Drag 

racing 1/4 run. You need to enter both car and racer’s weight in order to get the accurate horsepower 

measurement. The weight should include the vehicle, driver and passenger. 

Click on “Update” to input the weight. 

Note: Only 1 / 4 run support horsepower measurement 
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8.5 Trace 

8.5.1 Compare laps 

In Trace page, you can select up to three laps for comparison. The Speed Graph can be shown by distance-base 

or time-base. 

  
 

When using Time-base, the speed difference line will be shown on the graph by two laps comparison. 

 

In Trace Map View, using the color tags on the trace or on the graph table to mark the position for define 

accelerate point or break point purpose. 
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8.5.2 Trace Preference setting 

On Trace page allows users to select the display settings they want when the trace is playing. 

   
 

8.5.2.1 Show G-Value: It will show the G-Value on the trace while replay the trace  
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8.5.2.2 Show G-Value distribution: It shows the G-value distribution zone of the selected trace.  

 

8.5.2.3 Accel line (acceleration) / Braking line (Deceleration): It shows the accelerate and decelerate lines on the 

trace. You can compare the accel line and braking line for difference laps. (The thick line presents the braking 

zone, and the thinner lines present the acceleration zone.)  
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8.5.2.4 Show trackmap: From “Option” setting, to display the track map or to hide the track map.  

  

8.5.2.5 Fixed map during replay: Keep the trackmap or the position on the center while trace replay. 

 

 

8.5.2.6 Rotate Track:  Rotate the heading of the track with 360 degrees. The default setting of the heading is 

facing North. 
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8.5.2.7 Chart Setting: Click the "i" in the chart, you can set to display various charts. 

  

8.5.2.8 Window resizing: If you want to resize the window horizontally/vertically, point to any edge of the window. 

The mouse pointer will change to indicate that you can resize the window. Grab the edges and drag the window 

to the new size. 
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8.5.3 Trace Replay View 

Click the play button on the status bar. It will replay the selected laps and show the racing information by time, 

speed and G-value simultaneously. 

  
 

To compare with other racer by sector, you can select the split zone and QRacing will start replay the track from 

that split. 
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You can also select the SECTOR number you want to play from the SECTOR, right-click mouse and choose to play 

from here. 

  
The playback speed can be change from 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 2. 
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Select different size of text font. 

  

8.6 Comparison 

Click “Comparison” to select the same track sessions for comparison. 
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Click on “Comparison”, you can choose different sessions with the same track for analyze. 

8.7 Ignore 

Use “Ignore” function to ignore the laps. The ignored laps result would not be calculated for analyze data and it 

will be shown “Lap (Ignored) “. The ignored laps still can be recovered. 

  

9. Session Export/Import 

9.1 Session Export 

You can share your best sessions to your friends or backup the sessions by exporting to *.rcnx file (QRacing 

supported file) or to other files format (KML, GPX, NMEA, and CSV). 

Click [File] --> [Export sessions]. Select *.rcnx format for full track QRacing file or another file format for 

different use. 

  

9.2 Session Import 

If you click [File] --> [Import Sessions], choose the imported session (*.rcnx / *.rcn file only).  
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10. Upload sessions to QWS cloud 

QRacing PC software can upload your sessions to QRacing Web (https://qws.qstarz.com ). Create your own account 

and log in to upload your sessions now. Using any browser to login your QRacing Web account, you can review your 

session data and ranking anytime. 

Succeed to upload your sessions, the username will change to your nickname of QRacing account. 

*Upload function is only available for official tracks only. 

 
 

 

11. Drag racing setting 

Click the condition to set one primary condition and three secondary conditions. The secondary condition must be 

set within the range of the primary condition. 

Blank column >> Cannot upload , session is under customized user track. 

Green Arrow >> Available for Upload 

Green Tick >> Successful Uploaded 

Red Restriction >> Cannot upload, the session is no result or not in the original 

trace position. 
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12. Screen Capture 

The software can capture the screen pictures directly. The capture pictures will be saved in the computer my 

document folder “QRacing Workspace”. 

  
 

13. Cut Session 

When there is too much waiting time or traces outside the track in the session, you can adjust the start and end 

points of the trace through the cut session function to obtain the trace range you need, and filter out traces that are 

not on the track or unwanted traces. The session can also be divided into multiple different sessions. 

For the cut session function, please use the mouse pointer to move the scales on the left and right sides of the 

green (green line is the starting point and blue line is the end point), after adjusting the desired starting point and 

ending point, Click "Create new" to capture the data and save it as a new session for analysis. 
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.  
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14. Google Earth 

To view and display your trace on Google Earth by clicking on Tools >> View in Google Earth…  

(Note: Need to install Google Earth software.) 

 

 

15. Update Software/firmware (LT-Q6000, LT-6000S, BL-1000GT) 

In QRacing Menu, select (Help => Check Update) to update QRacing software and the firmware of your Qstarz 

device. 

  

 

QRacing will check and update to the latest software version when there is a new version released. If your Qstarz 

device is connected to QRacing, it will also check the firmware version. For firmware update, please visit 

Racing.Qstarz.com for more information. 

16. Follow Qstarz on Facebook 

Follow our Facebook Qstarz GPS Lap Timer for the latest news and product information. 
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17. FAQ 

Is QRacing support windows 8, 10 drivers? 

Yes, if you have any issue to install QRacing software to your PC, please email to info@qstarz.com 

 

New track not show up in QRacing? 

Please update the trackmap database to the latest version. If the trackmap is still not in QRacing trackmap database, 

please export your track data to RCNX or RCN format file and email to info@qstarz.com. We will update the 

trackmap to QRacing trackmap database soon as possible. 

mailto:info@qstarz.com
mailto:info@qstarz.com

